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SENIOR PROJECT INFORMATION GUIDE 
 
Seniors, in an effort to clarify writing the senior project, we have compiled a list of helpful resources.  The OWL 
Purdue Online Writing Lab is a GREAT resource to use for information on quoting and for information regard-
ing the writing process and MLA formatting.  Use the link on the CAP Student Resources page or visit them 
online at: http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/ for all of your writing needs.   
   
BLOCK QUOTES  [All papers should have at least one block quote.  See below for limits.] 
 
For quotations that extend to more than four lines of verse or prose, place quotations in a free-standing block of 
text and omit quotation marks. Start the quotation on a new line, with the entire quote indented one inch (10 
spaces) from the left margin; maintain double-spacing. Only indent the first line of the quotation by a half inch 
if you are citing multiple paragraphs. Your parenthetical citation should come after the closing punctuation 
mark. When quoting verse, maintain original line breaks. (You should maintain double-spacing throughout your 
essay.)  For example: 
 
At the end of Golding’s Lord of the Flies, Ralph and the other boys realize the horror of their actions: 
 

The tears began to flow and sobs shook him. He gave himself up to them now for the first time 

on the island; great, shuddering spasms of grief that seemed to wrench his whole body. His voice 

rose under the black smoke before the burning wreckage of the island; and infected by that emo-

tion, the other little boys began to shake and sob too.  And in the middle of them , with filthy 

body, matted hair, and unwiped nose, Ralph wept for the end of innocence, the darkness of 

man’s heart, and the fall through the air of the true, wise friend called Piggy. (186) 

Remember that you need at least ONE Block Quote in your paper; however, if you choose to include more than 
one block quote, please use the following guidelines for the senior project: 
 

 12 pages, at most 4 block quotes 
 10 pages, at most 4 block quotes 
 8 pages, at most 3 block quotes 
 6 pages, at most 2 block quotes 
 4 pages, at most 1 block quote 

 
 
 
 
 


